Rings Are Available To Juniors

The sale of junior class rings began today at 11:00 a.m. in the College Book Store for those students who ordered their rings last May.

Paul McNamara announced that these students may pick-up their rings anytime after final examinations are made.

Also on sale today will be class pins, cuff-links, tie-clasps and rings.

Rings ordered in November will be delivered sometime in February. McNamara said that the time by which February delivery a fitting will be held for those students who have not placed their orders for class rings in May. To date 263 students have placed their orders for class rings.

College Heads Attend Meeting


At 10th Annual PC Science Day

The fall production of the Pyramid Players, "Three Men on a Horse," will be staged Thursday and Friday night in Harkins Auditorium.

The play is a farce comedy, revolving around the trials of Erwin Troubridge, a mique-toasty writer of greeting cards.

In the vein of "The Unouchables," "Three Men on a Horse" romps through hotel rooms and bars and the abode of the daily commuter and is set in New York City around prohibition era.

Erwin Troubridge will be portrayed by Dave McIntyre.

Veterans supporting McIntyre are Angelo Zuccolo as Patsey, the head gangster; Nancy White as Audrey, Erwin's de facto wife; Norm Querceto as Orson Welles, the bookie's mule, and Mike Sullivan as Clarence, Erwin's ever-bearing brother-in-law.

Price of tickets for the general public is $1. Students of the College will be admitted by presenting activity book ticket No. 14.

Dean Stresses Scientific Truth

The Very Rev. Vincent C. Dolan, O.P., dean of Providence College, said yesterday.
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Dean Stresses Scientific Truth

"Confusion about the science has arisen in the United States because people have forgotten that the main objective of scientific research is truth," the Rev. Joseph L. Lennon, O.P., dean of Providence College, said yesterday.

Speaking to school students at the 10th annual Science Day in Albertus Magnus Science Hall at Providence College, Father Lennon emphasized that "science cannot and does not live without ethics."

Father Lennon said many people regard scientific discipline as "tools to make war more destructive than ever" or to play a bigger game on the moon, in an advance over the Russians or solely to provide better refrigerators, automobiles and television sets. Those who demand from science a solution to all the ills of mankind or creation of a paradise on earth do a disservice to science, Father Lennon said, because they ask more (Continued on Page 4)

'Senators Speak on Campus

Phyi Chi Hears Pastore On Current Problems

Senator John O. Pastore, Senior U. S. Senator from R.I., addressed the members of the Phi Chi Club Monday night in Albertus Magnus Hall.

Speaking on the subject "Atomic Energy and Peace," Senators Pastore assumed an objective view of the problems confronting us today. "Man has added no substance to the atom himself. It was through an act of Divine Providence that the power of the atom was revealed first to a free peoples. How we use this power is the challenge of our time."

Discussing the power of the atom today, the Senator continued, "The bomb dropped on Hiroshima has left a scar that the world will never forget. To today there are enormous bombs in the world to destroy everything that man has built. The problems resulting from this tremendous power are very real and are considered very seriously by the U. S. Congress."

However, he continued, the power in the atom is not to be considered only in this negative fashion. There is great progress being made that most Americans are not aware of. Through a process of mutation, vegetable products are being increased in great numbers. Medical science has made unbelievable advances in the last two decades as a result of atomic power. "Within fifteen years we will be able to produce more electrical power than ever before for less money," added Pastore.

During the question and answer period which followed Senator Pastore's address, he issued his approval of the "neutron bomb" as a strategic weapon. "The practicality of the weapon lies in the fact that if we were to use it, there would be no danger of the fallout coming back to us."

He also issued his opinion on the disputed question of fallout shelters. "The question here," he said, "is whether or not these are practical. It depends on where you hit, where it hits, how close you are to the bomb, and your proximity to a fallout shelter. It seems to be a life insurance policy purchased too late."

'Atoms to Be Topic

Of Herzfeld Lecture

"Atoms and Molecular Fragments in Solids" will be the topic of a lecture to be given by Doctor Charles M. Herzfeld in Albertus Magnus auditorium on Monday, December 11, at 7:30 p.m.

Doctor Herzfeld, assistant director of ballistic missile defense research—advanced research project agency—department of defense, will bring to Providence College a firsthand account of scientific training.

He received his Bachelor of Chemical Engineering from Catholic University in 1945 and Ph.D. in Physical Chemistry at Chicago in 1954. From April to September 1961 Dr. Herzfeld was assistant director of the National Bureau of Standards.

J. Cicilline Names Class Committees

Joseph Keough has been named chairman of the Commencement Ball according to J. Clement Cicilline, president of the senior class.

The Commencement Ball was tentatively set for June 2 at a meeting of the senior class council held last Monday evening.

Cicilline also named the co-chairs of the senior class gift committee and the chairman of the senior skit committee. Gerry Wetzel and Philip La-Chapelle were named as co-chairmen of the gift committee, and Ed Kimball was announced as chairman of the senior skit committee.

According to the president of the senior class, Paul Hanaway was named co-ordinating officer of the gift committee. "Hanaway's duties will entail that he report to the class officers on the progress of the gift committee," said Cicilline.

BVC Dance

The Blackstone Valley Club of Providence College has announced that tickets are now on sale from club members for their "F. V. Dance Party." The dance will be held on Friday evening, December 13 at the Leggi Rossa Hall on Memorial Drive in Pawtucket.

Senators Pell Talks On Western Duties

"The West has the means but needs the will to win in the struggle between the free world and the Communists," Senator Claiborne Pell said Monday.

Addressing the Johannese Society in Alumni Hall, Senator (Continued on Page 4)
Memo from the Editor:

Recently a few seniors attended a placement forum at URI, at which more than 10 companies held interviews for the June graduates.

After the forum they visited the placement director's office and were amazed at the outstanding job which the director does for the URI students. Over 200 companies will interview students this year and a complete file on every major company in the U.S. is constantly maintained.

One excellent service that they provide is personal consultations with every student in order that a student may be better guided. It is the goal of the director to see to it that every senior has at least ten interviews before he graduates. This includes even those students who must face military service in the near future.

The URI students, when asked about the placement program, praised it as being an excellent guide in determining what they will do upon graduation.

Here at PC, a limited program is in existence at this time. While we do have a placement office, the number of companies which interview falls far short of 200.

Personal consultations with every student are unheard of, and each senior must initiate a meeting with our placement director himself.

While our placement department is not equipped as well as is its counterpart at URI, I suggest that we enlarge the present scope of activity to afford more and better opportunities for those ready to assume responsibility in an adult world.

It seems a shame that we are not afforded the opportunities that some fellow students are, but I am sure that with a slight effort on the part of the placement department, we too can look back and know that we were given all the opportunities possible.

PAUL J. HANAWAY

Freshman Elections in Progress Today

"We anticipate a big turnout for the elections, probably 85 to 95 per cent of the Freshman class," stated Victor Zaffoletti, chairman of the Student Congress Ways and Means Committee in charge of today's Freshman Balloting. The candidates are in Alumni Hall until four o'clock today. Presidential candidates are Donald Lyon, Richard Weirnak, Friarcat Robert Pirraglia, and C. R. McCuskey. Running for the vice presidency are Edward Ford, Thomas Lang, and R. B. Norf. Albert Benton, Peter Kinsky, and Joseph O'Brien are candidates for the office of secretary. Hopefuls for the office of treasurer are another Friarcat, Robert Monti, Francis Sullivan, and Peter Cull.

The only political party in the election, the Friarcats, suffered a setback before going to the polls, when two candidates were declared ineligible because of marks. Three other candidates were also disqualified for the same reason.

LA SALLE CUSTOM TAILOR

Adrian Caddell

Cleaning — Pressing — Repairing of All Kinds

—  FUR EXPERTS  —

CUSTOM TAILOR

Richard Lyon, Portland

PRESIDENT

PAUL J. HANAWAY
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Pay your bills the easy way...at college or away with a Hospital Trust Checkmaster account.* Any amount starts an account.* Free checkbook with your name in gold.* No minimum balance required.* Only 1½¢ for each check used. Open your account at the Hospital Trust office nearest your campus.
Aquinas Society Lecture Series Announced For Second Semester

The moderator of the Aquinas Society, the Rev. John P. Reid, O.P., has announced that during the second semester various faculty members will deliver lectures to the Society on topics of general interest. The first of these lectures, “Words Instead of Truth,” will be delivered on January 4 by Rev. John P. Gerhard, O.P., of the philosophy department.

“The Learned Illiterate” will be the subject of the lecture to be delivered on January 10 by Mr. Rodney Delasanta of the English department.

Rev. Thomas Coskren, O.P., also of the Providence College English department, will talk also of the Providence College philosophy department.

On February 15 Dr. Hubert Kennedy of the mathematics department will talk on “Mathematics and the Modern World” on February 1.

On February 15 Dr. Hubert Kennedy of the mathematics department will talk on “Mathematics and the Modern World” on February 1.

On April 12 Dr. Paul Van K. Thomason of the English department will talk on “Church and State in Latin America.”

The first of these lectures, “Is Existentism Here To Stay?”

“The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Origin of Christianity” is the title of the lecture to be delivered on April 5 to the society by Rev. Thomas A. Collins, O.P., of the Theology department.

On April 12 Dr. Paul Van K. Thomason of the English department will talk on “Church and State in Latin America.”

Father Lennon suggested that guidance personnel refrain from the four temptations “of continuing counseling and guidance beyond what is called for; of supplying the easy and temporary solution to a particular problem in a limited area; of ignoring religion on the grounds of neutrality; and of being excessively lenient with young people.”

Father Lennon concluded that “excessive leniency, which overprotects youth from the consequences of his improper conduct leads to an emotional infantilism and a moral flabbiness. This makes him a psychological and moral cripple, loathes to assume the responsibilities of later adult life.”

Bell To Speak Here Tuesday On Race Issue

The campus organization of the National Federation of Catholic College Students will present Mr. Lloyd Bell, noted lecturer and professor of sociology at Brandeis University, December 12.

Bell’s topic will be “The Effect of the Racial Discrimination Problem as it Affects the White Population.”

The moderator of the society, Father Reid, will deliver two lectures on “New Dimensions of Psychiatry” on May 3 and May 10.

All lectures will be delivered on Thursday evenings except for January 10 which is a Wednesday. The students and general public are invited to these lectures which are held in Aquinas Hall lounge and start at 7 p.m.

Rev. J. L. Lennon Addresses Local Personnel Association

The Rev. Joseph L. Lennon, O.P., Dean of the College, addressed the dinner meeting of the Guidance and Personnel Association of Rhode Island last Monday in the Guild Room at Alumni Hall.

Father Lennon mentioned that “guidance workers are important people engaged in a very important phase of the American educational enterprise.”

Father Lennon suggested that guidance personnel refrain from the four temptations “of continuing counseling and guidance beyond what is called for; of supplying the easy and temporary solution to a particular problem in a limited area; of ignoring religion on the grounds of neutrality; and of being excessively lenient with young people.”

Father Lennon concluded that “excessive leniency, which overprotects youth from the consequences of his improper conduct leads to an emotional infantilism and a moral flabbiness. This makes him a psychological and moral cripple, loathes to assume the responsibilities of later adult life.”

Salem refreshes your taste — “air-softens” every puff

“Every time you smoke a Salem cigarette...for Salem refreshes your taste just as Springtime refreshes you. Most refreshing, most flavorful, too...that’s Salem!”

• menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too

Created by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
Second Thoughts...

"Essential Definitions in Politics"

On Thursday night, December 7th, the Providence club will present "Essential Definitions in Politics" by the NFCCS Political Affairs Discussion Group on Wednesday, Dec. 6th at 8:30 p.m. in room 307 of Harkins Hall. All students are invited to participate in a series of discussions on Politics.

On the topic of the Chaplain has issued a reminder that Friday, December 8, is the feast of the Immaculate Conception, a holy day of obligation. Masses in Aquinas Hall Chapel will be at 8, 10, and 11 a.m. Confessions will be held at the regular times on Thursday in preparation for the feast. Thursday is a day of fast and complete abstinence. Meat may not be eaten on Thursday. By special dispensation, Friday is not a day of abstinence.

The International Relations Committee will hold its initial meeting at 4:00 p.m. in Aquinas Lounge, today. The meeting will be to organize a steering committee to coordinate its objectives.

Science...

"(Continued from Page 1)"
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Pell...

"(Continued from Page 1)"

Pell has accused the press abroad convinced him that determination to win is prevalent in free enterprises. "What we must do," he said, "is to think that the best guarantee of freedom is the greatest scientists."

Pell emphasized that there is no contradiction between religious faith and objective search for truth. "Commitment to the absolutes of faith is the best guarantee of freedom for inquiry."

On Campus...
Pucksters Lose Two...

(Continued from Page 6)
during this drive, scoring three of the four goals.

The Friars started off slowly in the first period, but surprisingly looked much faster and more eager than they did against BU the previous night.

Jack McGeough started the scoring for Providence against the Canadian studded Engineers with a blazing 35-foot slap shot that hit paydirt in the upper net. He was followed by sophomore Jack Cannon who took a beautiful pass from Howie LaPorte and fired it from 15 feet out on the right.

Behind 5-2 in the second period, Tschida scored on a three-on-one break with line-mates Jay Mooney and Louise Lamoriello. The Engineers came back again and scored at the 15:38 mark while the Friars were again short-handed. This was the second time of the afternoon in which RPI capitalized on Providence penalties.

With nine seconds left in the second period Marsh Tschida, on a pass from Lamoriello, came in on the left side of the cage through the defense and drove home a pretty shot from a tough angle on his left side. RPI scored twice more in the third period before the Friars were able to get their offense working again. Tschida then scored his third goal of the afternoon on a backhander as he crossed about ten feet in front of the cage.

In the first minute of the game, Jack Cannon fired Howie LaPorte's rebound into an open net. This ended the scoring for the afternoon with the final score remaining 8-6 in favor of the Engineers.

Basketball Preview...

(Continued from Page 6)

over an improved Brown team last weekend.

After this test, PC has scheduled a Saturday night, December 9 date with St. Francis from Brooklyn, New York.

Coach Danny Lynch is relying also on speed and experience, a fair defense and bench while conceding lack of height.

Big man in their attack is junior 6-3 Jim Raferty (18.5) along with seniors 6-3 Dave Lopez (18.5) and 6-1 John Janel (10). Another junior that will play most of the way is 6-6 Ray Nash (6.6) and also soph 6-2 Tom Kurwoski.

They will have in reserve two sophomores, 6-7 Vic Smilowiez and 6-10 Richie Weston. Coach Lynch doubts that either will help the club greatly this year.

Although St. Francis' prospects for a successful season are dim, they are capable of turning on an excellent game and upsetting some of their stronger opponents.

Check your opinions against L&M's Campus Opinion Poll '13
Governor Notte, who played un­were in attendance as well as governor and brother of the Friars during Flynn's coaching tenure. By scores of 4-1 and 7-2. Jim Logue, the nets will be senior Charlie moros working into the offensive line are Paul Lufkin and Ross O'Connor, sophomores John Giles and George Lufkin have Giles and George Lufkin in the center position where he will McCarthy has been moved into the forward spots. Together, they will definitely be plus four sophomores should a host of returning lettermen bright spots in the Eagles hope for better last season's record of 14-10. Coach Don Martin has a trio of Frosh forwards, including forward lines from: Chuck Chevalier (9.3), 63 Bill Foley (8.8), and 6-1 Bill Donovan (10.8). Along with these sharpshooters will be 64 Georges Ward (12.8), Centre 65 Jerry Powers (11.5) in the corner spots. The Friars out in front to stay. Also, by the way, the Eagles lack height, they are a fast breaking team. They screen very well for outside set shots. The Eagles have the potential to sidetrack PC as the Eagles posted notice by a 64-65 victory.

RPI and Terriers Defeat PC Pucksters, 8-6, 6-3

PC Freshmen Down Dean Junior College: Kovalski Leads Way Providence College's first game of the week and second in twenty-four hours, the Friars played host to RPI at the R. I. Auditorium Saturday afternoon and lost by a score of 7-2. The Friars led by 5 points, a shooting percentage by all and paced the Friarlets as they began to take over. A good percentage by all and fine ball handling by Paul Kiniske put PC further out in front. By the end of the half, the Friars led by 5 points, a good lead considering that some of the regulars had left the game. The boys from Dean slowed down considerably in the second half while the Friars rolled along and won on im­pressively. Kovalski, who scored 24 points against Dean, looks best so far. The yearling's second outing against one victory in intercollegiate play thus far. The PC hockey team has racked up two losses against one victory in intercollegiate play thus far. The Friars lost to powerful RPI Saturday afternoon, (6-8), and to BU Friday night, (6-3). The team officially opened its season last Wednesday by downing an outclassed Rutgers Uni­versity team 20-0. In their third game of the week and second in twenty-four hours, the Friars played host to RPI at the R. I. Auditorium Saturday afternoon and lost by a score of 7-2. The Friars led by 5 points, a shooting percentage by all and paced the Friarlets as they began to take over. A good shooting percentage by all and fine ball handling by Paul Kiniske put PC further out in front. By the end of the half, the Friars led by 5 points, a good lead considering that some of the regulars had left the game. The boys from Dean slowed down considerably in the second half while the Friars rolled along and won on im­pressively. Kovalski, who scored 24 points against Dean, looks best so far. The yearling's second outing against one victory in intercollegiate play thus far. The PC hockey team has racked up two losses against one victory in intercollegiate play thus far. The Friars lost to powerful RPI Saturday afternoon, (6-8), and to BU Friday night, (6-3).

Senior Education Wins Play-Off: Intramural Basketball to Begin The intra-mural touch football championship was decided last Thursday in a game between the Friar Club and Senior Education. At the end of regulation play the score was deadlocked at thirteen all. A sudden death overtime period was then played with Senior Ed­dies taking the title. The margin of victory was 6-2 although PC hadn't bailed it out earlier, as the Eagles hope for better last season's record of 14-10. Coach Don Martin has a trio of Frosh forwards, including forward lines from: Chuck Chevalier (9.3), 63 Bill Foley (8.8), and 6-1 Bill Donovan (10.8). Along with these sharpshooters will be 64 Georges Ward (12.8), Centre 65 Jerry Powers (11.5) in the corner spots. The Eagles have the potential to sidetrack PC as the Eagles posted notice by a 64-65 victory.

Friars Defeat Mt. St. Mary's Providence College opened its 1961-62 basketball season considerably in the interest of Mt. St. Mary's by a 65-59 count in Alumni Hall last Friday night. The victory was not easily gained and was uncertain until the final seconds of the contest. The margin of victory was supplied by 6'11" sopho. "Long John" Holmes, who scored twenty of the Friars' 42 second half points. Thompson, along with junior forward Jim Hahnow, controlled the boards in the second half, as the Friars rallied from a 23-23 halftime deficit to a 43-38 lead at approximate-ly. 3:15.

But PC hadn't bailed it out yet as the Mountaineers began to employ a full-court press which seemed to throw the Black and White out of tempo. Mullane felt that the Friars should not have been troubled.

The Mountaineers surged back and took a 53-52 lead on a lay-up by sophomores Dave Maloney and Tom Pfeiffer. Thompson took over and was fouled by senior forward Jim Mullane, replacing the injured Jim. Last year Friar sextet lost to BC by scores of 4-1 and 7-2.

Flynn Memorial Dedicated to Former Coach The Very Rev. Vincent C. Dow, O.P., president of Providence College, dedicated the Flynn Memorial Lounge in memory of the Friars' famed baseball coach in a ceremony Friday at Alumni Hall.

John E. Farrell, who was graduate manager for the Friars during Flynn's coaching era, was on hand as a commentator on Flynn's achievements. William Flynn, former governor and brother of the late coach, and Henry Sullivan, coach Flynn's brother-in-law, were in attendance as well as the Governor Notre, who played under Flynn at P.C. —COURTESY OF WHITE

Co-Captain Jack McGough skillfully manages to stop the 6'4" RPI player in Saturday's game. PC Goalie Horstein had just fallen to the ice to prevent the ninth RPI goal. PC lost, 8-6.

By Paul Martin
The Providence College Varsity Rifle Team, under the leadership of their new coach M/Sgt. Neil Patterson, emerged victorious in a close match against Brown University and Brown University at Alumni Hall on Saturday December 2. The Friars finished with a score of 1304 against Brown's 1303 and Brown's 1327. Friar sophomore Roy Kurdyck and team captain Ed Harvey were tied for top honors with a score of 231. They were followed by Al Thiriault and Ed Libenka who both fired 227, and sophomore John Carr who tied the twins with a 229. The Nimrod current record is 6-2 although they are on the short list. They defeated St. Bonaven­tius in a postal match on No­vember 25 when the Monarchs shot a fine second half of 1406. The next match for the Friars is Saturday, December 9 when they play host to the University of Connecticut and on the same day.

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL Wednesday, December 6th.
11:00—Fresh History Majors vs. 1:00—Irish Terriers vs. Soph English
12:00—Fall River Club vs. 12:00—Frosh Philosophy vs. Soph Econometrics
1:00—Soph Accounting No. 1 vs. Soph. Education Math
2:30—Soph Accounting No. 2 vs. Soph English
2:30—Kendall County Club vs. Soph English
3:30—Frosh Terriers vs. Soph Economics
3:30—Frosh Terriers vs. Soph Econometrics
3:30—Frosh Accounting No. 1 vs. Junior Education
1:30—Junior Biology vs. Soph Education Math
1:30—Junior Biology vs. Soph Accounting No. 2
2:30—Kentucky County Club vs. M. S. III
3:00—Wrestling Rifles vs Junior Political Science
4:00—Wrestling Rifles vs. Mount St. Mary's
5:00—Frosh Education Soc. vs. Senior Biology
5:00—Fall River Club vs. Fresh English vs. Fresh Biology.

To the question of the spectator with the Black and White out of tempo. Mullane felt that the Friars should not have been troubled.

The Mountaineers surged back and took a 53-52 lead on a lay-up by sophomores Dave Maloney and Tom Pfeiffer. Thompson took over and was fouled by senior forward Jim Mullane, replacing the injured Jim. Last year Friar sextet lost to BC by scores of 4-1 and 7-2.

Flynn Memorial Dedicated to Former Coach The Very Rev. Vincent C. Dow, O.P., president of Providence College, dedicated the Flynn Memorial Lounge in memory of the Friars' famed baseball coach in a ceremony Friday at Alumni Hall.

John E. Farrell, who was graduate manager for the Friars during Flynn's coaching era, was on hand as a commentator on Flynn's achievements. William Flynn, former governor and brother of the late coach, and Henry Sullivan, coach Flynn's brother-in-law, were in attendance as well as the Governor Notre, who played under Flynn at P.C. —COURTESY OF WHITE

Co-Captain Jack McGough skillfully manages to stop the 6'4" RPI player in Saturday's game. PC Goalie Horstein had just fallen to the ice to prevent the ninth RPI goal. PC lost, 8-6.